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By Christopher Westhorp, Christopher Westhorp, Christopher Westhorp

Bloomsbury Publishing PLC. Hardback. Book Condition: new. BRAND NEW, The Wipers Times: The
Famous First World War Trench Newspaper, Christopher Westhorp, Christopher Westhorp,
Christopher Westhorp, Decades ahead of the amusing but distorting buffoonery of Blackadder Goes
Forth, this complete edition of the Wipers Times, the famed trench newspaper of the First World
War, is an extraordinary mix of black humour, fake entertainment programmes and pastiche
articles, and constitutes a unique record of life on the wartime frontline. From its long-running
cartoon pun (Are We Being Offensive Enough?) to its brilliantly subversive column Things We Want
to Know (the name of the officer who originated the idea), its hilarious spoof ads to its pastiche fake
contributors (Belary Helloc), this complete facsimile edition of the Wipers Times, produced to
accompany the BBC dramatization, is a historical masterpiece that enables us to sample the real
spirit of the trenches .from the safety of our armchairs. If you can drink the beer the Belgians sell
you, And pay the price they ask with ne'er a grouse, If you believe the tales that some will tell you,
And live in mud with ground sheet for a house, If you can live on bully and a...
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The best publication i actually study. I actually have study and so i am confident that i am going to likely to study once more yet again later on. You will not
sense monotony at at any moment of your respective time (that's what catalogs are for relating to if you ask me).
-- Er nest B er g na um-- Er nest B er g na um

A brand new e book with an all new standpoint. it was actually writtern very properly and beneficial. I am just very easily will get a satisfaction of studying
a composed publication.
-- Esper a nz a  Pollich-- Esper a nz a  Pollich
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